ACTM Math Contest

The Arkansas Council of Teachers of Mathematics (ACTM) is a professional association that support and encourages good mathematics teaching. ACTM conducts annual regional and state mathematics contests that provide an opportunity for high school students to compete academically. Following the regional contest, teachers may access the regional tests and use them as teaching tools in the designated courses.

Every year, the Regional Math Contest is held in March and the State Math Contest is held in April. If you are a student and would like to participate in the next year’s Regional Math Contest, please ask your math teacher to help you prepare for the contest. If you are a Math teacher from Central Arkansas and would like to encourage students to attend the next Regional Math contest, please contact Dr. Ramesh Garimella (rameshg@uca.edu) or Dr. Carolyn Pinchback (carolinp@uca.edu) for the contest rules and copies of the old test.
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